sanitation
Snow Removal: Your Responsibilities
A Guide/or Homeowners, Property ManliKers, Businesses & Residents
•

Prepare in advance for the snow season by getting the necessary equipment,
snow shovel and ice melt or material to help with traction.

including a good

•

If you live on a private street, get together with your Homeowner Association
sure there is a plan for snow removal.

•

Know what is too much for you. Pace yourself when cleaning snow because it can be a
physically-intensive and strenuous task. In cases of heavy snowfall, you may want to consider

(HOA) and make

hiring a service or a person to clean the snow from your sidewalk or driveway.
•

If you can, look in on and help your neighhors who are elderly, disabled, or otherwise
homebound.

Who is responsible for cleaning snow and ice from the sidewalk?
According to the NYC Administrative Code, every owner, lessee, tenant, occupant or other person
having charge of any lot or building must clean snow and ice from the sidewalks adjacent (i.e., in
front of~ on the side of, in back of) to their properties.
How long do I have to clean the sidewalk?
If the snow stops falling between:
•

7:00 a.m. and 4:59 p.m. - you must clear within four hours

•

5:00 p.m. and 8:59 p.m. - you must clear within fourteen hours

Example: If the snow .~top.~fallingat 7,'00p.m" the owner, lessee, tenant, occupant or other
person in charf(e of any lot or bui/ding has until 9:00 a.m. the following morninf( to clear.
•

9:00 p.m. and 6:59 a.m. - you must clear by II :00 a.m.

What is the best way to clean snow from the sidewalk?
Remove snow along the sidewalk adjacent to your property. Do not push snow Jrom the sidewalk into
the street. Clear the snow from around the fire hydrant if there is one in front of your property. Do not
cover crosswalks with snow. You should move the snow to your front yard, behind the stoop line, or to
the grassy curb strip if one exists.
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Where possible, try to clear a path at least four feet wide along the sidewalk.

Corner property owners

should clear a path to the crosswalk, including any pedestrian ramps, and where the snow has melted
and creates a puddle, disperse the water away from the crosswalk. This will help people in wheelchairs,
people with children in strollers, students going to school, and individuals with mobility-assistance
devices.

Who clears lire hydrants and catch basins?
According to the NYC Administrative Code, the person having charge of the adjoining property is
responsible for keeping the fire hydrant clear of snow and ice and any other debris or materials to
ensure it is accessible during a fire emergency.
While there is no specific rcquirement to clear snow around catch basins, they provide drainage when
snow and ice begin to melt. Clearing the catch basins, and placing a channel towards thc catch basin,
will help prevent nooding when snow and ice begin to melt.
Clearing fire hydrants and catch basins benefits everyone on the block and is something that block
residents may wish to work together on to help address.

Why do snow plows leave a ridge at the end of my driveway? Who is responsible for clearing the
ridge?
Snow ridges are an unavoidable after-effect of plowing streets, particularly in larger or heavier snow
storms. DSNY must plow to create a passable driving lane. While this clears a path for traflic, in times
ofhcavy snow, it may leave a snow ridge. We appreciate this concern. However, residents are
rcsponsible for clearing any ridge in front of their driveway. We suggest driveways be cleared after
street snow clearing operations are conducted and completed. It is important that snow may not be
placcd in the street because this could create hazardous conditions and the need to re-plow the street,
which may result in the creation of another snow ridge in front of one's driveway. Placing snow in the
street, if observed by Sanitation personnel, could result in the issuance of a Notice of Violation, with a
fine of $1 00.

Huw can lucatiuns that du nut clear their sidewalks be repurted?
Residents can make a Failure to Clean Ice/Snow from sidewalk service request to the NYC 311
Customer Service Center.
Call 311 or go to www.nyc.l.!ov/311.
•

Make sure the problem is on the public sidewalk (not on stoops or internal pathways)

•

Providc a spccific addrcss

•

Make sure the time period (listed above under "How long do I have to clear the sidewalk?")
passed since the snow stoppcd.

What happens if I dun't clear my sidewalk'!
Homeowners, propeliy managers, busincsscs, or others, who do not comply, can face fines of:
•

$100- $150

•

$150- $350

1st Offense
2"d Offense

•

$250- $350

3,d Offense and subsequent

has
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Snow Operations FAQs
OS NY is responsible for snow removal from the City's 19,000 lane miles
of roadways. When weather predictions show a winter storm, OS NY
personnel begin equipment readiness, including loading salt spreaders,
attaching plows, preparing tire chains and notifying personnel.
When do salt spreaders start working?
Salt spreaders are the first line of defense. Many salt spreaders are prepositioned before the storm starts. They spread a mix of rock salt and
calcium chloride when a trace amount of snow, or other frozen
precipitation, has fallen.
Does DSNY pre-treat streets with salt?
Generally, OSNY does not find pre-treatment effective as vehicles riding
over dry salt remove it from the center of the street where it is needed.
When are snow plows used? How do they work?
Plows may be pre-positioned before the start of a storm and begin
operating once nearly two inches of snow has accumulated. Plows are
not designed to scrape the street to blacktop. The plow is set slightly
off the ground so the truck will not "trip" on uneven streets or manhole
covers. Remember,
a plowed street will not show clear to the
blacktop. This is to be expected. A combined approach of salting
roadways and using plows is most effective in heavy snowfall.
Who is responsible for cleaning snow and ice from the sidewalk?
Owners, lessees, tenants, or other occupants are responsible for
clearing snow and ice from sidewalks. Snow and ice should NOT be
pushed in to a street or crosswalk. Try to clear a 3 to 4 foot path. Corner
properties should clear a path to the crosswalk, including pedestrian
ramps. Those who do not comply can face fines. If possible, consider
assisting elderly or disabled neighbors.

Why does temperature matter?
Rock salt begins to lose effectiveness once temperatures dip below 24
degrees Fahrenheit, but DSNY adds calcium chloride to increase the
salt's effectiveness. Residents must be mindful that when temperatures
dip, snow and ice removal will take more time.
Why do plows push snow to the right?
On two-lane streets, plows push snow to the right to avoid blocking the
oncoming left lane with a ridge of snow. If plows did not push snow to
the right on one-way streets, accumulated snow would make left turns
at intersections impossible.
In what order are streets plowed?
DSNY uses a sectoring system to determine the order in which city
streets are plowed. First, critical streets are plowed. Critical streets
include expressways, bus routes, streets with hospitals and schools,
and other roadways to facilitate the movement of fire trucks, ambulances,
police and other emergency vehicles.
Streets formally known as secondary and tertiary are now known as
"sectored streets" and are plowed according to a designated route.
While DSNY relied on three designation categories in the past, the
sectoring system achieves routing efficiencies by eliminating redundant
travel mileage between street segments on a given route.
How can salt spreaders and plows be tracked?
New Yorkers can view PlowNYC at maps.nyc.gov/snow to determine a
street's designation and the approximate time that has elapsed since a
DSNY salt spreader or plow last appeared. Please note that weather
conditions, construction projects, closures, or other events may cause
actual conditions to differ from the data presented. In addition, the
maps may contain inaccuracies due to variations in signal strength and
the AVL system.
When will garbage and recycling be picked up when It's snowing?
Garbage and recycling collection may be delayed or suspended,
depending on the intensity of the storm. This information will be
available via 311, the DSNY website, and on social media outlets.
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